Demonism
It will not be out of place to hear his description of some of
these practices, so that the reader may be in a position to judge
whether they were more deplorable than those of the Inquisition
atGoa.
Of the appearance of the Hindu temples, he cannot withhold
bis admiration, and speaks of their majesty, their splendid work-
manship, and the riches they contained. The more notable of them
are, of course, among the most extraordinary edifices in the world.
It was their festivals that he found horrible. ' The most important
temple in the kingdom of Bengal/ he observes, 'is that of Jagar-
nath in Orissa: it stands on the seashore.' He goes on to describe
the festival which took place in June, the crowds of pilgrims, the
rich offerings, the curious processions of triumphal chariots, the
maniacal excitement, the yogis and devotees heavily manacled
who on reaching the temple door freed themselves of their chains
as if by occult power, the shouting, the wild chants, the scurrying
naked mob. As the great car of Jagamath approaches, the hysteria
reaches its climax, and some of the yogis and pilgrims, seized with
frenzy, a foam on their lips, fling themselves beneath the wheels
and are crushed to death} others thrust into the muscles of their
back hooks attached by ropes to a wheel on the top of a pole and
are whirled round, like flying boats at a fan:, swinging out over
the roadway, their blood dripping on the worshippers below, and
continuing thus to swing until they are dead.
Such a scene, witnessed in the heyday of Hinduism, before
modern legislation, introduced by alien conquerors, had trans-
formed it from a spectacle for the alienist into a bit of local colour
for the globe-trotter, must have been horrific in its subliminal
force, nor is it surprising that in his description of it Manrique
should have referred to the Pit, to the Rebel Angels, and to their
Captain, the Devil. Certainly, had Rubens, who was alive at the
time, been tempted to make it the subject of a great canvas, Ms
baroque composition would have whirled with demons.
But what the Friar has to say of a festival he witnessed on the
island of Saugar, which lies opposite Hijli at the mouth of the
Hugli river, is stranger stall. At one time Saugar was full of
flourishing temples, but had been so frequently looted by Portu-
guese pirates from Dianga, raiders in the employ of the Arakan-
ese, who kidnapped its inhabitants and sold them as slaves, that
when Manrique was there the buildings were in ruins, and it was
only on the occasion of a festival of great antiquity and importance
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